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ABSTRACT 
Iri recewt j.eurs there hus been u rei:ii.ul of' coro»trus/ii~e 1irigtrisric.r. This dei~elopmerit follo+~,.r the ii~idespreurl 
iriterest in corpia-hused approaches ro descr-ip1ii.e 1ir~gtri.rtics. ,4 special kind of'corporu. /he so-colled parallel ' 
corporu, is lrsed especial!i. us u tool for coritrostii.e ini~estigation. These corpora ure now bec.ortririg reudi!), 
rn~uilahle,for a iur-ieh of1aiigiiagl.s. Iri th1.c coritribtrtion ive wrl1,first defirie /he chur-ucter o f 'u  purullel corptrs 
and /he pirrposes for +i,hich slrch o corpirs cari he trsed .NLÍ~/ iiv u,ill present a serres of pcrr.rrlle1 corpora uarth 
rests iri English urid sonre other languuge(.sj. dfier that ive ii.ill disciiss /he nrethodolofi. laeei iti /he conipiluriotr 
and esploiiurron of'porollel corporu. This ivill he follou~ed hy cr siiii- o f 'u  nuniber oflingtristic~ srirdies realisrd 
znitig parullrl corpor.o. The arriclr erids ir,ith u conrprehensii.e bihlio~qrapli~~ coricerriirig stzrclies oholit atid wrth 
parullel corpora. 
KEY WORDS: corpirs lirigiristics. parallel corplrs and Englrsh lonpragc 
RESUMEN 
En los tiltirrtos uños usirtinios u trti resi[rginiienro de lu litigiristica contrusrivo. Esle des~rrollo sigiie el it1teré.r 
getieralizudo por el etlfoqiie husuci<> al utiálisis de corptrs de parte de lu ling~ris/ic.cr d~-ic.r.ip/ri.a. Una cluse 
especicrl de coq~oru, los Iluniodoi Z>irrolelos', se trtiliza preferetitetrretite cotrto IOCI~ITO eti IU ini,estigacióti 
contrusrii.o. Ho. se 1.0 dirponiendo poco c7 poco cie estos corpora paru tinir grun i~~r iedad  de Iengzras. Eti esta 
contrihtrcióri, pritrirro, definirrios el curúcter cspecicrl qire tiene trn corpzrs parolelo. rlsí cor~io los objetivos paru 
los qtre re puede ttsur. Ltrego, prmenturiios 1rtio serie de corpora puralelor qtre c~otitietieti testos en inglés 1. 
orro(s) Ienguo(sj. Despzrés, hublarenios sobre la trretodolo~qia trrili-adu eri Irl c~orripilrrc~ióri J] lu esplotución de 
corporo pc~rcrlelos. Sigtre lrnu relución de esttrciios lingi~ístic~os reulizodos coti 10 a~,trdu de corpora paralelos. El 
urrícirlo ~ o r i ~ l t y e  con tino e.ytensu hrhliogr~ufíu de esrlrdios sobre?. con corpora purulelos. 
PALABRAS CLAVE: lingtristiccr clel corptrs. corpirr purolelo J. lenglru inglesu 
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1. WHAT IS A PARALLEL CORPUS'? 
Adhering to the terminology used b j  Baker ( 1  995: 230) and McEnery ( 1  996b: 58) a parallel 
corpus is a collection of texts in one or more languages with their translation into another 
language or languages that have been stored in a machine-readable format. It concems 
original texts and their translation. i.e. the same texts in different languages. Because the 
corpus consists of original texts and their translations it has also been referred to as a 
translation corpus by Johansson & Hofland ( 1994: 25) and Schniied & Schaffler (1 996: 4 1 ). 
among others. 
A parallel corpus should not be confused with a comparable corpus. The latter 
usually refers to a corpus consisting of original texts and translation in one and the same 
language (Baker 1995: 234). It does not concem the same texts. Such a corpus is used to 
ascertain differences in language use in original and translated texts. In Aijmer (1996) the 
term parallel corpus is used to refer to a comparable corpus and the term translation corpus 
is used for a parallel corpus. A comparable corpus can also contain original texts in dií'ferent 
languages concerned with the same topics in both languages. Those texts are not translations 
of each other (Leech 1997: 2 1). 
When a corpus contains original texts in two or more languages and the translations 
of those texts into different languages it is simultaneously a parallel corpus and a 
comparable corpus. because the corpus comprises original texts and translations thereof into 
another language as well as original and translated texts in the same language. 
11. USE OF PARALLEL CORPORA 
A parallel corpus is mostly used for the automatic construction of lexicons and for research 
into translation problenls in two or more languages contrastivel>. Fiirthermore a systematic 
study of the differences between languages through a comparison of original and translation 
has proven its value in ascertaining the idiosyncratic aspects of those separate languages. A 
further research theme is the phenomenon kno\+n as translationese (Baker 1993: 243). It 
concerns deviations in the normal use of a language in translated texts as a consequence of 
the influence of the language of the source text. Lauridsen (1996) questions the use oi' 
translated texts fiom parallel corpora for the analysis of'the structure of a language or a text. 
Do we actually test the language. or is it more the translator's achievement being tested? 
Gellerstam (1996) concurs that translations are not uselul Ibr studies about language 
typology or linguistic uni1,ersals. because of the fact that tlie translaíion is iníluenced by the 
source language. He thinks that a parallel corpus can be a iisefiil tool for language learning. 
Parallel corpora. for example. supply material for training courses and a translator's 
education. 
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Automatic translation systems have started using parallel corpora increasingly to 
supply desired translations. Systems based on the syntactic andlor semantic analysis of 
complete sentences are obscured ever more. Using an aligned bilingual corpus statistical 
methods are now deployed to find a translation for new texts that have not been translated. 
This works as follows. When a sentence is offered up ior translation. the programme first 
checks if the corpus already contains it in a similar form. If so. the translation can be copied 
instantly. If not. the sentence is split into segnlents using syntactical grarnmars that need not 
be complete and a translation for those segments is found. The translation of groups of 
words is sooner lound in the corpus than that of complete sentences. (Brown et al: 1990. 
1993: Tsujii et al: 1991). Such systems are not entirely operational yet. 
Furthermore. corpora comprising only translated texts are also used for research into 
the properties of translations. Some linguists (Baker 1993: 742-746) are of the opinion that 
pattems can be hund in translated texts. independent of the language. that cannot be 
explained as being caused by interference by the source or target text. They cal1 these 
universal features of translation: i.e. features that are typical of' translated texts in general. 
They are. for example. the following occurrences. A simpliiication of word usage. a greater 
complexity than is usual in original texts. a tendency towards solving and avoiding 
ambiguity. the prevention oI' ungrammatical sentences and expressions even if they occur in 
spoken language. the completion of elliptic sentences. 
111. EXAMPLES OF PARALLEL CORPORA 
Because technological advancement has increased the possibilities for creating corpora and 
the consultation thereof' an increasing number of parallel corpora are being created 
nowadays. This does not mean they will be available for large numbers of researchers. 
Especially problems concerning copyright causes these corpora to only be available to a 
small number of people. A number of corpora that have been developed are mentioned 
below in which one of the languages. either the source or target language of'the translation 
is English. 
The English-Germun Trunsluiion C:orpi~s of the University of Chemnitz (Schmied & 
Schaffler 1996). The corpus is being compiled in co-operation with the Research Centre for 
English and Applied Linguistics from the University of Cambridge. It is a parallel project 
with Lund and OsloíBergen when it comes to the methodologz. (see below). As text types 
the corpus contains speeches oI' ministers. tourist brochures. documents from the EU. 
scientific texts and literature: English and German original texts with the translations. The 
corpus is not yet completed and will have a size of about one million words. 
The Engiish-Aíor~segiun Prrrullel ('orpus (EhrPC') of the Universities of OsloíBergen 
(Johansson 1997). In fragments of 10.000 to 15.000 words. 100 Original texts and 
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translations thereof: about 2.5 million words in total. The proportion fictional : non-tictional 
texts = 3 2 .  In 1996 the corpus was expanded with other languages with the original English 
texts as a starting point. The other languages are Dutch. German. Portuguese. and possibly 
Swedish and Finnish. 
The English-Sii~edish P~w~rllel C'olpi1.r of the University 01' Lund (Aijmer et al. 1996: 
73-85). Originally an English-Swedish corpus with tbrty original English and forty original 
Swedish texts. Later Finnish and Norwegian were added as target languages: al1 source texts 
in English must be available in translation in Finnish. Norwegian and Swedish. Fragments 
of 10.000 to 15.000 words. always taken from the start of a book. The corpus has a wide 
range of text types. authors and translators. although only written texts. The texts are in 
conteniporary language: since 1980. The proportion fiction : non-Gction is 1 : 1. 
The Euroy3enn C'orplis Itlifiafive Mullilingu~~l Corpus I (ECI,'hf(,'D. A multilingual 
corpus on CD-ROM. Besides texts from German. French and Dutch newspapers the CD- 
ROM also contains a parallel corpus of about five niillion words in Englisli. French and 
Spanish. The texts thereofwere taken from the Official Bulletin. B Series 1984-1989 of the 
International Labour Organisation (ILO). 
The Hcrnscrrd ('olpus. It contains a collection of proceedings of the Canadian 
Parliament in English and Canadian French. Includes spontaneous discussion and written 
correspondence. besides legislative propositions and prepared speeches. It covers a time 
span from the niid-1970's through 1988. The material is available on CD-ROM from the 
IBM T.J. Watson Research Center and fiom Bell Communications Research Inc. and was 
released in January 1999 from the LDC (Linguistic Data Consortium) (Hansard 1999). 
The Inferncifion~zl Telecornmunicnlions Uniori (70rpzrs. Used in the European 
CRATER-pro-ject (Corpus Resources and Terminology Extraction). The prqject was a co- 
operation between Lancaster University (England) and LJniversidad Autónoma de Madrid 
(Spain). The corpus is in three languages: English. French and Spanish. It consists entirely 
of technical texts from the Intemational Telecommunications Union. The corpus is 
completed and consists of 5.5 million words (McEnery & Oakes 1996a). 
The Infersecl P~rrcrllel ((irpzrs. University of Brighton. The project started in 1994. 
The aim is to construct and analyse a parallel bilingual corpus of French and English written 
texts. There is no information about the current state of af'fairs and obtained results except 
for Salkie's study (1997) about 'but' and 'mais'. 
MULTE,YT (Mullilinguul T u l  T(1ol.s ~ ~ n d  C70rj70rcr) Projecl. supported among others 
by the European Commission. Strictly speaking it is a series of projects whose goals are to 
develop standards and specifications lor the encoding and processing of linguistic corpora. 
and to develop corpora for a great variety of languages. including Bulgarian. Catalan. 
Dutch. English. Estonian. French. German. Hungarian. among many others. The prqject co- 
ordinator is Jean Véronis from the University of Aix en Provence. The work on the 
encoding and processing has been done in close collaboration with the EAGLES and TE1 
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projects. There is a corpus available that consists oi' a set of segrnents iiom the Official 
Journal of European Cornrnunity in five languages: English. Gerrnan. Italian. Spanish and 
French. 
The Mul/ilinguul Purtrllel C'orpus. Started in 1993 as a European Union funded 
project. under the leadership of Mrne F. Roussel. University of Nancy. The aim of the 
project was the developrnent of a parallel concordancer. named Multiconcord. f'or direct 
autornatic coniparison of an indexed corpus of texts and their translations. The programme 
has to achieve paragraph-based alignrnent with any pair of bilingual texts. To which degree 
this prograrnrne will be ready to use is unclear. Originally six languages were involved: 
Danish. English. French. German. Greek and Italian. In 1997 Finnish. Portuguese. Spanish 
and Swedish were added. The corpus contains a nurnber of texts in at least three languages. 
Al1 languages have been represented by at least one source text. Al1 texts were taken frorn 
Stephen Hawking's. A Bricf'Hi.~tory qf Tilíie (a selection). the Pnris Eurodisney Brochure. 
the Opel C'trr mun~rul and sorne fiction texts. (King 1997) 
The Parullel Corpus o f  Gerntrril crnd Gzglish Fiction. It's being cornpiled at Dublin 
City University and UMIST. The corpus will contain about one million running words in 
German. complete novels. with their translations in English. (Kenny 1997) 
More extensive data concerning the corpora that do not include a bibliographical 
referente can be found on the Internet by searching for the title of the corpus or the term 
parallel corpora. 
IV. METHODOLOGY IN COMPILATION AND EXP1,OITATION 
In order to use a parallel corpus properly the original texts and their translations need to be 
aligned. which rneans that the sentences or parts thereof'. with their translation are placed 
next to one another. It would be ideal if this alignrnent were to take place to the leve1 of the 
word. but this is currently still irnpossible. Severa1 automated rnethods have been developed. 
Firstly there is the Gale & Church-rnethod (Gale & Church 1993). This rnethod has been 
applied to the í'untrdiun Hcrnsurd C'orpirs. It is purely statistical based on two starting points. 
The Iirst one is that longer sentences in the one language are translated into longer sentences 
in the other. The second une is that it is more obvious for one sentence in the one language 
to be translated into one sentence in the other. rather than two or three sentences. However. 
translators know al1 too well that the latter is not always the case. 
In the C'RATER project the Gale & Church rnethod has been cornbined with a 
probabilistic approach. The latter rnakes use of penalties to come to a correct alignrnent of 
translation and original. In short this means that a coniparison is rnade between the number 
of lener syrnbols oI' the sentences and the nurnber oI' sentences in the original and the 
translation. When a cornparison of the nurnber of letter symbols shows that one sentence 
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was translated into more than one sentence. then this latter combination is awarded a 
number of penalties. The more penalties the smaller the probability that this is indeed a 
translation (McEnery- & Oakes 1996). 
A further refinenient of the method was established bj. the recognitioii of so-called 
cognates in the original and the translation. They are words and especially symbols that the 
two languages have in common. They are. for example. proper names. numbers. question 
marks. exclamation marks. quotation marks. colons. etcetera. They are also known as 
anchor points; the name is self-explanatory. In the Eng¡i.~h-~Yorii~t'giun Pírrallel Cbrpia. 
(Johansson & Hofland 1994: 29-32) they even use a bilingual lexicon of 850 words. which 
contains mainly function words. but also content words. such as the days of the week. the 
months and the most common adjectives and nouns. But also word stems. such as 'open' in 
English. which also stands for 'opens'. 'opened'. 'openly'. 'openness'. Based on the presence 
of anchor words it is ascertained whether or not a combination of sentences is an original 
and its translation. A comparison of the number of'words and letter symbols is also taken 
into account. A sentence in a language with few compounds contains more words. but 
probably about the same amount of letter symbols as the same sentence in a language that 
knows many compounds. The way in which the English-il/(>r~~egiun Purallel C:orpus of' 
the Universities o i  OsloIBergen is structured is a clear example of the application 
possibilities of a parallel corpus. It contains original texts in English and Norwegian. The 
translations oí' those texts into another language are also included. This corpus is therelore 
useful for both contrastive analyses and the study oí' translations; a contrastive study of the 
original texts in both languages and a contrastive study of the original texts in the one 
language and the translation thereof into another. Translation studies can be conducted on 
the concordance between English and Norwegian and vice versa. or of original and 
translated texts in the same language. or of translated texts in each of the languages. (S. 
Johansson et al. 1996. 1997) 
V. STUDIES PERFORMED USING PARALLEL CORPORA 
In recent years an increasing nuniber of studies into linguistic phenomena are heing 
conducted using parallel corpora. Some of these are reasonably complete. well worked out 
and justified. others seem to be only tentative and meant to test the use of a corpus. Because 
it is interesting to check into the possibilities for research themes a number of published 
studies are briefly discussed below by name of the author and a reference to the publication 
in question. 
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V. 1. Studies on the basis of the ('hernnilr English-Grrrnori Trrinslu~ion Corpus 
The Etiglish-Gerniuri Trrrnslotioii ('orpa.~ of the University of Chemnitz has provided al1 the 
material needed for the study of the translationese phenomenon (Schmied & Schaf'fler 
1996). Original texts were used in English and German. as well as translations of English 
texts into German. The concrete studj topic was the question whether or not English is less 
direct than German when it comes to language use and if this leaves traces in translations oI' 
English into German. Both authors tried to discover quantitative and qualitative differences 
within the elements and structures that signi& tentative and indirect usage. This concems 
mostly moda1 adverbials and verbs. impersonal constructions. commentatory interjections. 
etcetera. It is a very complex analysis that bears the risk of fbrmulating interpretations that 
are too subjective. 
The same English-German Corpus provided the material to verify the following 
question for the same authors. 1s a translated text more explicit than the corresponding 
source text? There is stnictural explicitness. i.e. depending on the differences between two 
languages. and on the non-structural explicitness. i.e. language independent. related to the 
translation process in general. Both kinds of explicitness are expressed on a lexical as well 
as a grammatical level. The reverse process is condensation. also structural and non- 
structural and on a lexical and grammatical level. Condensation occurs when elements that 
are present in the source text disappear in the target language (the translation). The authors 
of the study are not explicit in the explanation of the quantity of material thej have 
analysed. They only give a few examples of the phenomena discussed. 
V.3. Studies on the basis of the English-níorlvegir~n Purullrl C'orplrs 
lising the English-níor~i~egi~~ti Prrrollel Corpus. expanded with German texts Johansson 
(1997) draws a comparison in the use of the generic person in three languages: English. 
Norwegian and German. The varieties of English include: 'one'. 'you'. 'we'. 'people'. 'they' 
and other constructions such as the passive voice. English 'one' can be taken as a starting 
point as well as German and Norwegian 'man' and they can then be compared to the English 
original. The investigation of the relation between the three languages in this grammatical 
aspect is very interesting. The contrastive approach brings out Seatures of a language that 
would not have come to light in a monolingual analysis. 
Hasselgird (1 997) compared the sentence openings in the original and the translation 
in eight texts; four of them English and Sour of them Norwegian with their translation. 150 
Seiitences were randomly selected from each text. so in total it concemed 1200 sentences. 
As a working hypothesis she assumed that Englisli aiid Norwegian are closely related 
languages and that therefore the order ot' the elements in both languages will be similar. 
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Furthermore. the verb in Norwegian is always in second position and fronting of ob-iect and 
complements occurs more often in Norwegian than in English. A dif'ference in tlle 
placement of adverbials is the second most frequent change in word order between both 
languages. Finally there must be an influence of' the source language on the target language 
in translations. As the conclusion of the investigation she formulates that the translations in 
both texts approach the source language. especially in word order. and that Norwegian is 
more flexible than English when it comes to word order. The conclusions are al1 but 
sensational as could be expected. As far as the structure and elaboration of the analysis are 
concerned the article contains a number of interesting suggestions. 
V.3. Studies on the basis of the Engli~h-S>4~edish Prrrcrllt.1 C'orpza 
Wikberg's study (1996) contains a comparison between interrogative sentences in English 
and Swedish. To this effect he used original and translated segments of novels in both 
languages. Interrogative sentences can express multiple linguistic actions and are not 
restricted to requests for information. They can also be other kinds OS requests. suggestions. 
etcetera. It is interesting to see how mutual dif'ferences are manifested in both languages. 
The topic of the study of M. Johansson (1996) is the occurrence of fionting in 
Swedish and English in three original English and three original Swedish texts with tl-ieir 
translations. Johansson considers the placement of a random element in front of the sub-ject 
in an English declarative sentence Iionting. This does not include conjuncts. relative 
pronouns or interrogatives. and interjections like well. In Swedish the standard order is that 
an element is placed in front of the verb and subject. It uould appear that fronting is less 
common in English than in Swedish. which results in the direct object or adverbial being 
placed in front of the verb and subject. 
V.4. A study on the basis of the I~~/ersect Purtrllel Corpus 
In his article Salkie (1997) reports on an investigation of English 'but' and French 'mais'. 
These words do not always correspond in translations. He talks extensively about translation 
equivalence. natural language and the kind of theoretical framework that might be helpful to 
structure the work in the field of contrastive linguistics. 
V.5. Studies on the basis of the Mzrltillngucrl Ptrrrrllel COrpll~ 
King ( 1  997) used the ~Multilingzrrrl Purullel C'orp~il for research into translator behaviour. to 
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check translator behaviour against a bilingual dictionaq and to veri- claims made in 
translation theory. In the article onl? a kew examples of the analysis of these three aspects 
can be found. 
Resides a good introduction on the state of the art in translation studies and the 
contribution of computerised corpora. Ulrich (1997) gives a fine example of an Italian to 
English translation of the Italian 'ossia'. tkom texts of Italo Calvino. These texts are part of 
the Multilingual Parallel Corpus. 
V.6. A study on the basis of the Ptrrullel C'orpus of Gernian and English Fic~ion 
Kenny (1997) intends to use the Porullel Corpzr.~ qJ' Germar? and English Ficlior? to 
investigate the following question: "Are translated texts lexically more conventional than 
their source texts or original texts in the target language?" The idea is to identi- unusual 
collocations in original texts in English and German. and then to see if the number of this 
type ofcollocations is more limited in translation. There is no information about the results 
of the investigation yet. 
V.7. A study on the basis of the Bible 
Vraukó (1997) works out an original idea: use the Bible in various language editions for 
contrastive studies. The translator is usually not a single person; the influence of'the source 
text is minimal because of the history of the different national editions. The Bible contains 
many different kinds of text sorts: dialogue. spoken and written language. informative. 
instructional. persuasive and imaginative language. He has used a bilingual American- 
Hungarian edition of the New Testament to make a comparison of the use of the passive 
voice in (American) English and in Hungarian. It's a pity that Vraukó gives only a feu 
examples of the construction in both languages and that the analysis is not worked out. The 
article really does not contain more than the suggestion that the Bible is suitable for such 
research. The few examples mean nothing uithout further analysis. Furthermore the text 
shows that both versions of the Bible are not available in an electronic tbrrnat. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
It is clear there is an ever-growing interest in the composition and use of parallel corpora. 
Especially in the northern countries a lot of time and energy goes into this. The E17 also 
appears to be willing to financially support such activities. The applications of these kinds 
of corpora, however. are still developing. Without exaggeration it may be said that this new 
shoot on the corpora tree has a bright tuture to look forward to. The applications are many. 
atter all: translation programmes. translation education. second language education. 
grarnmatical studies. the composition of bilingual lexicons. 
Besides the necessary development of the required software for the alignment of 
original texts and their translation. the availability of texts is a n-ia.jor problem. A general 
corpus. which is useful for many purposes. requires the presence of a great variety in kinds 
of text. The technical manuals. government documents. parlianiental minutes or tourist 
leaIlets in original and translation found in many corpora represent but limited aspect of the 
possibilities of language use. Novels. plays. travel descriptions. diaries. popular science 
manuals. and. not to be forgotten. spoken language are textual varieties that most certainly 
deserve a place in a general corpus. 
Another problem is that translations are more common from one language than from 
the other. This goes especially tor English. which is a source for innumerable translations. 
but is used less as a target language. The quality of'the translations should also be taken into 
account. A bad translation can never be useful for contrastive studies or as an aid for 
translation training. Translations of literary works are relatively frequent and on top of that 
of an ever better quality. A disadvantage is that they only contain one type of'text. 
From the brief descriptions of the studies carried out concerning parallel corpora it is 
obvious that there are many interesting angles for conducting research in the Iield of 
granmar. contrastive linguistics. translation and lexicology. And finally. a parallel corpus 
with appealing texts. such as the ones found in periodicals can be very useful in language 
education. 
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